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QUESTION 1

Which two commands generate a template using Cisco NSO to build a service package? (Choose two.) 

A. show running-config devices device ce-ios config ios:interface Loopback 0 | display template.xml 

B. show running-config devices device ce-ios config ios:interface Loopback 0 | display xml | save template.xml 

C. request running-config devices device ce-ios config ios:interface Loopback 0 | display xml 

D. show running-config devices device ce-ios config ios:interface Loopback 0 

E. show running-config devices device ce-ios config ios:interface Loopback 0 | display xml 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. Using the provided XML snippet, which Xpath expression prints "Jane"? 

A. //employee[1]/firstName/value() 

B. //employee[0]/firstName/value() 

C. //employee[1]/firstName/text() 
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D. //employee[0]/firstName/text() 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. When YDK is used to interact with Cisco routers, what is the purpose of passing intf_f into the
crud_service.read() method? 

A. The Interfaces() class acts as a NETCONF filter, which limits the data returned to that of the openconfig:interfaces
YANG model. 

B. It provides the data types of the openconfig:interfaces model to the router for dynamic configuration of the interfaces. 

C. It locks the interfaces from modification by other active NETCONF sessions. 

D. It passes default values into the crud_service, which reconfigures all interfaces to their default configurations. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What are two advantages of using Python virtual environments? (Choose two.) 

A. They allow for multiple Python projects to use different versions of the same dependency without conflict. 

B. They allow multiple Python applications to share virtual memory between subprocesses. 

C. They allow for isolated environments where each can use a different version of Python. 

D. They allow for all Python projects to utilize the same set of shared dependencies. 
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E. They allow for multiple virtual machines to share a single Python environment. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. XTC has been configured by an engineer. What does the IPv4 address represent on the snippet? 

A. local address of the router on which it listens for PCEP 

B. configured for the local peer for state synchronization 

C. destination address of the router on which it listens for PCEP 

D. configured for the remote peer for state synchronization 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://ipnetworkgeek.blogspot.com/2017/05/path-disjointness-with-ios-xr-traffic.html 
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